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Kindred Video

Spirits
ACN and WorldGate partner
to bring true-to-life
video communications home.
by Beth Douglass Silcox
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Corporate partnerships often
mix bottom-line, balance-sheet
beneﬁts with strategic business
sense. Simply put, both companies prove useful and synergistic
to one another. But oftentimes,
the best business partnerships
are the result of kindred corporate spirits drawing together,
attracted not only for the beneﬁt
of business and market growth,
but also for the advancement of
a common mission. Such is the
case with ACN and WorldGate.
Connecting people through real-life, video
telecommunications is at the core of the ACN/
WorldGate partnership. The synergy these
two leading organizations create as a whole
out-measures their reach individually.
Today, consumers regularly get up close
and personal with distant family members
and friends via video phones. Rather than
limiting conversations to traditional, audioonly telephones, which fail to capture the
nuanced expressions of everyday moments,

“Our main mission is to bring people
closer together through high-quality, realtime video for richer, more personal conversations,” says WorldGate CEO George E.
Daddis Jr. WorldGate’s award-winning Ojo
Quality provides optimized real-time video
for true-to-life communication.
“ACN is excited to partner with WorldGate
and their incredible video phones featuring
world-class engineering and manufacturing along with Ojo Quality,” says Robert
Stevanovski, Co-Founder and Chairman of
ACN. “With outstanding video quality at an
affordable price point, the growth for video
phones is tremendous. We look forward
to growing our mutual relationships as
demand for the video phone increases.”
Quality is one of the founding factors
at WorldGate. In 2005, the company
introduced Ojo Quality, a high standard
of excellence in video performance that
distinguished its video from the rest and
helped catapult its reputation throughout
the industry.

WorldGate at a Glance
fFounded 1995
fHeadquarters: Philadelphia, Pa.
fStock symbol: WGAT.OB
f$100M+ invested in technology
and development
fOjo Video Phone ﬁrst introduced in 2005
f2005 CES Best of Innovations Award
fGold Medal Taiwan National Symbol
of Excellence
fWorldGate video phones have been
featured on many popular television
shows, including NCIS, The View, The Ellen
DeGeneres Show, and The Ofﬁce, and was
used by former President George W. Bush
in the White House
www.wgate.com
www.twitter.com/wgateVideoPhone

such as a child telling you about her ﬁrst
loose tooth, video phones allow moms, dads,
aunts, uncles and grandparents to live those
once-in-a-lifetime moments alongside loved
ones no matter where they are.
Often it’s the visual cues that tell the story
between the words in a conversation. Both
ACN and WorldGate believe video is the key
to connecting and enhancing communication and are working together to make
sure your conversations go beyond just
spoken words.
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The
Video Phone,
manufactured for ACN by
WorldGate, optimizes video
quality in varying bandwidth
conditions using real-time
adaptive bandwidth technology for a consistent smooth
picture and synchronized
audio/video capabilities at an
affordable cost.
“WorldGate’s digital video
phones offer advanced technology that is easy to use and
simple to install for people of
all ages,” Daddis says. “Our
video phone allows one to
enjoy all the standard features
you expect along with many
enhancements you won’t find
anywhere else, plus the ability
to use the phone as a digital
photo frame.”
WorldGate’s superb, awardwinning quality was just what
ACN went searching for in
2009. As the world’s largest
direct selling telecommunications company, ACN seeded
the residential marketplace
with video phones prior to the
WorldGate partnership and proved, Daddis
says, that they could get people interested in
video telephony for home use.
In fact, it’s the excitement factor of ACN’s
proven, direct selling business model that
really intrigues Daddis. “Video telephony
is special because of its viral component.
If you’re excited about a video phone user
experience, you’re going to talk about
it to all your family, friends, co-workers
and others. So it lends itself to very rapid
growth and adoption.”
This unique convergence means
astounding growth potential for video telephony throughout the world. As a direct
selling company that optimizes viral, wordof-mouth marketing, ACN stands ready to
take video phones even further into the
residential market. “In ﬁve to six years, we
believe hundreds of millions of consumers
will be experiencing real-time, high-quality
video communications,” Stevanovski says.

While the near-term goals of the ACN/
WorldGate partnership are to bring video
phone technology into the mainstream
residential market, Daddis realizes that
niche markets already utilize video phones
and are sure to grow.
“Thousands of deaf and hard-of-hearing
users depend on Ojo video phones every day,”
Daddis says. “From their perspective, highquality video communications means everything. Actions really do speak louder than
words, and the video phone allows freedom
of expression you can see instantly.”
Opportunity also lies in small-business
applications. Large video conferencing
systems are cost-prohibitive, but WorldGate
video phones will satisfy small-business
needs for video communication with the
ability to ﬁeld a business video phone at a
price point that small businesses can afford.
“We see a lot of opportunity for retailers
wanting to do training or broadcast video.
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What a tremendous aid to kick off each day
with a sales management call. It’s so much
more than a conference call,” Daddis says.
“It’s very direct, especially in sales because
visual communication is so important.”
With the different applications for video
phones in the consumer model, such as
all the applications between families and
friends, you can see how video phones could
transform one’s life.
Extrapolate those applications onto
the business world, and suddenly the
remote worker who feels disconnected
now feels part of the team. With a video
phone sitting on his desk, your best
customer definitely knows you are
serious about your commitment to that
business relationship.
Once someone has this high-quality,
true-to-life video communications experience, it transforms the way they think
about all their communications. SfH
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